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Eistanz Matinée Cup: 17.7.22 
Kadervorlaufen: 13.8.22 
Tests ab Intersilber: 13./14.8.22 
www.swissiceskating.ch 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

            Gossau, July 5th 2022 

 
Dear Super Summer Camp participant,                                      
We, the organizers of the Super Summer Camp, our sponsors, and the region Flims Laax Falera are very happy to 
welcome you to the Prau La Selva sports center despite the very difficult times. The most important thing for us, apart 
from having fun together on the ice, is that we place the highest demands on collegiality and mutual respect. 

Masks are mandatory in the official locker rooms in agreement with the Sportzentrum 
Flims. Please stick to the common hygiene measures and the learned distance rules. 
Only come healthy and fit to training! The coaches and the staff of the Sportzentrum 
Flims will warn you for violation and will send YOU home from training if you have any 
symptoms, because this is the only way we can stay healthy with the number of 
infections, which is unfortunately increasing again, train successfully and carry on our 
anniversary camp from July 11th - August 13th 2022 till the end!!!  
Besides our Super Summer Camp sporting events, the region Flims Laax Falera also has attractive programs for active 
recreation in a unique mountain environment. (www.alpenarena.ch). 
 

We are very proud that since 1993 figure skaters from 49 countries have trained with us in Flims. 
AUS, AUT, AZB, BEL, BIH, BLR, BUL, CAN, CHN, CRO, CZE, DEN, ESP, EST, FIN, FRA, GBR, GER, GRE, HGK, HUN, 
INA, ISR, ITA, JPN, KOR, LIE, LTU, MAS, MEX, MON, NED, NOR, NZL, PHI, POL, ROM, RUS, RSA, SGP, SWE, SLO, 
SVK, TUR, UAE, UKR, USA, IRL and Switzerland. 
 

Here our “Hall of Fame since 1993”:  
Olympia-Gold: Ekatarina Gordeeva(RUS), Evan Lysacek(USA), Ilia Kulik(RUS)  
WC-Gold: Stéphane Lambiel(SWI), Daisuke Takahashi(JPN)  
EM-Gold: Laura Lepistö(FIN), Sarah Meier(SWI) 
Other successfull WC and EC medaillists: Elena Soldatova(RUS), Stefan Lindemann(GER), Victoria 
Volchkova(RUS), Kiira Korpi(FIN), Ilia Klimkin(RUS) and many National Champions! 
 

Our very experienced Coaches-Team since many years is looking forward to the collaboration with you this summer. 
Unfortunately Marina and Victor Kudriavtsev had to cancel due to the current situation. We wish them both the best 
possible health and we hope to see them again as soon as possible! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

               With kind regards 
 
 
                General Manager 

Saturday 30st of July ca 15.00 o' clock the skating exhibition of the Camp will take place with our Inter-national 
and National skating stars. I hope many people will be there to cheer for the skaters and will join us after for 
the spaghetti diner in the restaurant Prau La Selva. 

Enclosed you will find the schedule and the group classification for the off- ice training (dance and fitness). I 
marked your ice units yellow on the schedule. Please see the times for off- ice training. If you wish to have 
private lessons, we can only arrange those in Flims (depending on ice capacity and how resilient the student is at 
the time)! 

The schedules and lists that are posted by the organizers in Flims will replace all older versions. The definite 
group classification will be decided by the performance of each skater and the size of the groups during the 
first lesson.  

Figure Skating 
Skating 
Ice Dancing 
Ice Hockey 
Dance Workshop 
Tennis 
Inline Skating 
Fitness 
www.figureskatingcamp.com 
www.sportzentrum-flims.ch 
 


